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MIAMI DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

School Improvement Process

School Information

Name of School (School Number - School Name)

2321 - Gulfstream Elementary

Principal (Last Name, First Name)

Baldessari, Marybel

Assistant Principalts) (Last Name, First Name; Last Name, First Name)

Rogers.Marsha

Demographic Overview

Our school is a Title 1 school where 78% of our students are eligible for freel reduced lunch. We service students
from pre-kindergarten through fifth grade. Our population is 61% Hispanic, 27% Black, 13 % White, and 1%
Asian. We have astudent body of 708 students. Our school is unique in that 15% of our population is ELL
(Spanish speaking), and 52% of our population is in the Exceptional Student Education (ESE) program. Our
extensive special education program provides services to a number of students with varying exceptionalities
such as autism, intellectually disabled, deaf/hard of hearing, physically impaired, other health impaired, specific
learning disabled, language impaired and orthopedically impaired. Gulfstream offers an Extended Foreign
Language Program as well as a Marine Science Academy to cultivate and enrich its' students through a rigorous
and challenging curriculum. The Extended Foreign Language Program strives to develop bilingual, biliterate and
bicultural students that are able to succeed in a global economy. The Marine Science Academy promotes high
student achievement through the integration of marine science concepts while exposing students to the 21st
century with the use of technology and the 5E's model: engagement, exploration, explanation, elaboration and
evaluation. Gulfstream Elementary offers a full-time gifted program for students in grades 2-5 and' a content-
based program in grades K-1.

a. Provide the School's Mission Statement

Gulfstream Elementary will provide an educational foundation for students to become productive members of
society. . .

b. Provide the School's Vision Statement

Support and encourage children to achieve success to develop their maximum potential.

1. Provide a brief description of the community the school serves 'as well as highlighting the unique
features and programs within the school.

Gulfstream Elementary is located' in the southwestern area of Miami, Florida known as Cutler Bay with an
estimated population of 45,000 according to the 2017 community census. The community has a median
household income of $66,929 (2012-2016). Our school is surrounded by adiverse culture that includes different
business and entertainment options. We are surrounded by a working community located near a shopping mall.
Our school is unique not only in its population but in the programs that are offered at om school. We have a
variety of ESE self-contained settings not offered elsewhere. We also have a Marine Science Academy where the
students are allowed 30 minutes everyday to delve into the world of ocean discovery through hands-on learning
and exciting field trips to extend the learning process.

Are you a Title I School?

yes

https:l/mdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!Iform
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Please confirm the following. School Improvement Plan (SIP). district coordinated educational
interventions to be selected by schools implementing the Title I Schoolwide Program

Participate in district coordinated efforts to improve student outcomes at the schoolsite through educational services (Such as
extended learning opportunities, summer services, before or after school tutorials, intersection and spring recess tutorial sessions,
etc.), in accordance with the approved SIP/Title I Plan.

Participate in discretionary educational services provided by the school district generated from the proportionate share of this
school's Title I Schoolwide Program allocation. Such services are tailored in accordance to the educational needs of the students
as depicted within the SIP/Title I Plan.

Phase I: Data Analysis (July 11 - July 27, 2018)

Phase I of the School Improvement Process will begin at the 2018 Synergy Summer Institute. The School
Leadership Team {SLT) will participate and collaborate in a 3-day development workshop to initiate the
yearlong School Improvement Process. During the Synergy Summer Institute, the SLT will 'analyze a
comprehensive set of quantitative and qualitative data within the areas of School Culture and Academic
Programs from the previous school year. After an analysis of the data, the SLT will reflect on the current
practices and processes contributing to the data results during a guided Systems Review. The SLT will review
and consider Essential Practices utilized in M-DCPS and identify practices within School Culture and Academic
Programs to sustain or enhance the implementation of the school's continuous improvement process. The SLT
will develop overarching Outcome Statements for the 2018-2019 school year. During the Synergy Summer
Institute, the SLT .will participate in coursework aimed to develop School Leadership Core Competencies to
supportthe implementation of the school's continuous improvement process.

Phase I will conclude with the design of an Opening of Schools Professional Development Agenda that will
serve to: present the findings to the faculty to gain stakeholder involvement/feedback, build consensus and
develop a collective understanding of how the school's plan will address, and be aligned to, the school's unique
opportunities for improvement.

Phase I includes:

• .Data and Systems Review
• School Culture Data Map
• School Culture Data and Systems Review Organizer
• Academic Programs Data Map
• Academic Programs Data and Systems Review Organizer
• Essential Practices Selection.
• School Leadership Core Competencies
• Priority Actions Development
• Outcome Statements
• Opening of School Professional Development

Phase I

Data Analysis

Analyze - Reflect - Identify

Phase I will be completed during the 2018 Synergy Summer Institute.

July 11- July 27, 2018

During the Synergy Summer Institute, SLTs will collaborate in trainings led by District staff designed to analyze,
reflect and identify the components that contributed to the previous year s data outcomes. The series of
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professional development courses on School Leadership Core Competencies will assist schools in developing
and implementing the School s Improvement Process with a high degree of fidelity to maximize the impact and
investment by stakeholders into all school improvement initiatives.

Through data disaggregation, reflection and discussion, the SLTs goal will be to identify and agree on the
Essential Practices that would need to be sustained or enhanced during the 2018-2019 school year to ensure
improvement in School Culture and Academic Programs.

Phase I will conclude with each school:

• Identifying the Priority Actions for each Essential Practice selected
• Identifying the Outcome Statements for School Culture and Academic Programs
• Creating a plan to provide the faculty with professional development. and garner feedback from all

stakeholders on all Phase I content during the 2018 - 2019 Opening of Schools

DAY ONE- Synergy Summer Institute

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW

School Leadership Teams will review all 2017-2018 data points provided on the subsequent pages in the
individualized School Culture Data Map and Academic Programs Data Map to analyze the results using the
Data Driven Dialogue Protocol. Systems Review Organizers will assist the school to further examine and align
results to the Essential Practices.

Data and Sy-stems Review

1. Using the Data Driven Dialogue Protocol, SLTs will analyze the School Culture and Academic Programs
Data Maps (i.e. student level data, teacher level data, and parent level data) and discuss findings.

2. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, classify data findings into the second column titled:

"Data Findings & Area" based on their appropriate rating (input no more than three data points for each
rating): .. .

• Significantly Improved Data Findings: Data findings that indicate substantial increases as
compared to previous years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with similar
demographics, indicate above the norm performance. Select the three data points that have had the
greatest positive impact on the school s overall success. .

• Neutral Data Findings: Data findings that have remained constant, with little· to no
improvement/decline from previous years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with
similar demographics, indicate with-in the norm performance. Select the data points that, if
improved, could have the greatest impact on the school s overall performance.

• Significantly Decreased Data Findings: Data findings that have declined in value from previous
years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools ·with similar demographics, indicate
below the norm performance. Select the three data points that have had the negative impact on
overall school success.

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform 11/1 Q
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3. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, input a rationale for each data finding into the third
column titled "Rationale for Selection of Data" for School Culture and Academic Programs.

4. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, the SLTs will review each data point selected and after the
Systems Review will determine which Essential Practices contributed the most or had the greatest impact
for each data finding (positive, neutral, and/or negative). The School Leadership Team will enter the
Essential Practices into the fourth column titled "Connected Essential Practices". Input no more than
three Essential Practices for each data finding.

The Data and Systems Review process will enable the SLTs to thoroughly analyze data results and identify the
factors that have had the greatest impact on their school sperformance.

Data Maps

The following Data Maps were provided to schools during the 2018 Synergy Institute. The maps are organized in
two parts, School Culture and Academic Programs. Datafound on the includes:

• Student Attendance Comparisons
• Student Disciplinary Referrals by Grade-level
• Early Warning System Indicators by Grade-level
• Teacher Attendance
• Teacher Retention
• .School Climate Survey Feedback from Staff
• School Climate Survey Feedbackfrom Students
• School Improvement Data from Staff on:

o Commitment to Students
o Focus on Sustained Results
o Develop Others
o Engages the Team

• 2018 FSA Datafor all Tested Subjects by Grade-level
• 2018 SAT-j() Data by Grade-level
• 2018 FSA Datafor all Tested Subjects by Subgroup

School Culture Data Map

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER

SCHOOL CULTURE

Data Findings
Rationale for Connected
Selection of Data Essential "Practices

Data &~rea
Rating

Why was this data finding Which Essential Practice(s)
Be specific in defining each data element below. selected as being most contributed most to the

impactful? data findings?

Significantly The 2016-2017 Teacher Climate Survey indicated This data is significant Empower Teachers
Improved that 83% of the teachers felt that the principal treats because it indicates And Staff

them with respect as compared to the 2017-18 that currently our

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform 5/18
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Data Teacher Climate Survey which shows that 91% of teachers feel Team Building
Findings teachers feel that the principal treats them with comfortable Activities

respect. approaching and
Communicate Withinteracting with the

principal. Stakeholders
Technology
Integration

The 2017-18 District School Student Climate
This data is significant Student
because it shows that Engagement

Survey cited that 83 % of the students believe that the students at (Cognitive
their teachers are knowledge-able about subject Gulfstream have Engagement,
matter as compared to Gulfstream's 2017-2018 confidence in their BehaviorallPhysical
Student Climate Survey which shows that 97% of teachers' ability to Engagement,
students believe that their teachers are teach the subject Emotional
knowledgeable about their subject matter. matter. Engagement)

Student-centered
Instruction
Communicate With

The 2016-2017 Teacher Climate Survey revealed Stakeholders
that 71 % of teachers believe that the overall school This data is significant
climate is positive as compared to the 2017-18 because it shows Empower Te.achers
School Climate Survey which shows that 80% of school culture and And Staff
teachers feel that the overall school climate is morale are improving.
positive. Celebrate'

Successes

Essential Practice for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)

Communicate With Stakeholders

Connected
! EssentialData Findings I Rationale for Selection of Data Practices

Data & Area' -

Rating f
! Why was this data finding selected as being Which Essential

Be specific 'in defining each data element below. [ most impactful? Practice(s)

~

contributed most to
the data findings?

Attendance
Monitoring /

This data is significant because it iAttend
Neutral The 2016-2017 Student Attendance Data Map f shows that the current iAttend
Data shows that 64% of students were absent for less Attendance Plan and Perfect . Communicate
Findings than 10 days in the school year as compared to 60% Attendance Incentives need to be With

in the 2017-2018 school year. continued in order to improve Stakeholders
attendance,

Celebrate.
Successes

According to the Teacher Level Data Map, 65% of This data is. significant because it School Spirit
teachers remained at Gulfstream for more than 7 indicates teachers' satisfaction and Pride

with Gulfstream's school climate
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years incomparison to the district which retained and culture. It indicates that Communicate
65% of teachers for more than seven years. school culture and morale need to With

continue to be worked on. Stakeholders

Shared
Vision
Shared
Vision

According to the 2018 School Improvement Plan This data is significant because itSurvey, 63% of teachers agree they are given the shows that the teachers are Effective Use
appropriate resources to meet the needs of their adequately supplied with the of Resources
students as compared to the 2017-2018 School
Climate Survey which indicates 67% agree they necessary resources to meet their other
have sufficient resources to complete their job. students' needs.

Supplemental
Resources

Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)

Shared Vision

Significantly
Decreased The 2016-17 School Climate Survey shows that 38% of
Data teachers believe that their job is inhibited by too many
Findings students in a class as compared to 2017-18 survey which

indicated that only 28% feel that this is still a concern.

Data Findings
& Area

Connected
EssentialRationale for Selection Practicesof Data

The 2017-18 School Improvement Plan shows that 55%
of teachers indicated that they participate in weekly
collaborative planning as compared to the previous year.

This data is significant
because it shows that
almost half of the

Shared
Leadership

This data is significant
because it shows that the other
majority of teachers feel
that class size is
. .improvmg.

Effective
Use of
Resources

Data
Rating

Be specific in defining each data element below.
Which Essential

Why was this data findingselected Practice(s)
as being most impactful? contributed most

to the data
.findings?

Class Size
Amendment

Shared
Vision
Sliared
Vision

Gulfstream's 2017-18 Student Climate Survey shows that
85% of students believe that the overall school climate is This data is significant School
positive as compared to the District's results which be~au~er shows that the Spirit and
indicated that only 77% of students in the district feel that G lfs c Im~te at . . Pride
thei h 1 h 11' . l' u tstream IS positive.elf sc 00 save an overa positive c imate. Student-

centered
Instruction

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!Iform
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Mentoring

teachers are still not
participating in weekly
planning.

Effective
Use of
Support
Personnel

Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)

Effective Use of Support Personnel

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Connected
Data Findings Rationale for Selection of Essential

Data & Area Data Practices
Rating

Be specific in defining each data element below. Why was this data finding selected as Which Essential Practice(s)
being most impactful? contributed most to the

data findings?

Effective
Questioning
(Higher-order

Significantly
The 2016-2017 Grade 5 Math FSA Profiency

Thinking
Improved We find this data particularly Questions,
Data score was 60% as compared to the 2017-2018 significant because it impacts Questioning
Findings score of76%. This is an increase of 16 the readiness of our students Strategies)

percentage points. for middle school.
Instructional
Frameworks

InterventionslRtI
Vocabulary

Gulfstream's 2017-2018 Grade 5 ELA FSA We find this data particularly Instruction
learning gains was 73% as compared to the
District's 2017-2018 score of 64%. significant because it impacts Writing Across the
Gulfstream surpassed the District's average the readiness of our students Curriculum
by 9 percentage points. for middle school.

ELL Strategies
Explicit Instruction

Gulfstream's 2017-2018 Grade 4 Math This data is significant Student Centeredlearning gains was 78% as compared to the because it directly impacts Instruction /District's 2017-2018 score of63%. strategic student grouping LearningGulfstream surpassed the District average by based on academic need for
15 percentage points. the following year. Technology

Integration

Essential Practice. for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)

InterventionslRtI

I I

·https:l/mdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netiSIP/#!lform
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Data Data Findings Rationale for Selection of Connected Essential
Rating & Area' Data Practices

Be specific-in defining each data element below. Why was this data finding selected as being Which Essential Practice(s)
most impactful? contributed most to the data

findings?

Enrichment Activities

Neutral This data is significant because
21st Century Learning

The Grade 3 ELA FSA Proficiency score (4Cs: Creativity,Data
increased 3 percentage points from 53%

it highlights our need for Collaboration,Findings
in 2016-2017 to 56% in 2017-2018.

improvement for the 2018- Comrriunication, and
2019 school year in Grade 4. Critical thinking)

- Data-Driven Instruction
Enrichment Activities

2017 -18 Science Proficiency Grade 5 This data is significant because Explicit Instruction
remained a 58% from the 2016-2017 it will directly impact our

school year. selection of supplemental Inquiry-based Learning
materials to enrich instruction. (Project basedlProblem

based learning)·

The Grade 4 FSA Math Proficiency This data is significant because Enrichment Activities

results decreased 2 percentage points it guides instructional planning Technology Integrationfrom 77% in the 2016-2017 school year for extended learning
to 75% in the 2017-2018 school year. opportunities. Vocabulary Instruction

Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)

Enrichment Activities

Data Findings Rationale for Selection Connected Essential
Data & Area of Data Practices
Rating

Be specific.in defining each data element below. Why was this data finding selected as Which Essential Practice(s) contributed
being most impactful? most to the data findings?

Differentiated Instruction

Significantly Gulfstream's 2017-18 SAT-I0 ELA This data is significant Connected Learning
Decreased Grade 2 Median Percentile Rank of because it serves as a Environment (Anchor Charts,
Data 46 is 17 percentage points lower than guide for student Access to Text, Common
Findings the district average of a median intervention grouping for Board Configuration, Print

percentile rank of 63. the following school year. Rich Environment, etc.)

Hands-on Learning.

Gulfstream's 2017-18 SAT-I0 Math This data is significant Differentiated Instruction
Grade 1 Median Percentile Rank of because it serves as a
53 is 16 percentage points lower than guide for student Developmentally Appropriate
the district average of a median intervention grouping for Practice (DAP)
percentile rank of 69. the following school year. r'~ .1, .e'. T T

\ \ \
~ I

9/18
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Differentiated InstructionThe Grade 3 FSA Math Proficiency This data is significant
results decreased 18 percentage points because it indicates the
from 70% in the 2016-2017 school need to modify lob-embedded Professional
year to 57% in the 2017-2018 school instructional rigor and best Development
year. practices.

Peer Observations

Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)

Differentiated Instruction

ESSENTIAL PRACTICES SELECTION
School Leadership Teams will examine the "Connected Essential Practices" column within the. Data and
Systems Review Organizer for School Culture and Academic Programs. SLTs will identify and come to a
consensus on which continuing Essential Practices lead to, and/or had the greatest impact on, overall school
improvement.

Sustained Essential Practice

To identify the Sustained Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Significantly Improved Data Findings" section. The SLT will agree on the Essential Practice which had
the greatest impact on overall school improvement. This observed practice can exist school-wide or be
grade-level or departmentlcontent specific. Schools will identify the Priority Actions to ensure this successful
practice is sustained during the 2018-2019 school year.

Priority, Actions

Schools will reflect on the implementation of the Sustained Essential Practice, the Primary Essential
Practice and the Secondary Essential Practice in the previous year(s) to identify what specific actions are
necessary to sustain and/or enhance the practices during the 2018-2019 school year. These actions will be
captured under Priority Actions.

PrimarY. Essential Practice

To identify the Primary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Significantly Decreased Data Findings" section. The SLT will determine which Essential Practice needs
the greatest enhancements to have a positive impact on the school's overall performance during the 2018-
2019 school year.

SecondarY. Essential Practice

To identify the Secondary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Neutral Data Findings" section. The SLT will determine which Essential Practice needs enhancements to
have a positive' impact on the school's overall performance during the 2018-2019 school year.

The selection of each Essential Practice (Sustained, Primary and Secondary) and Priority Actions will drive the
school's. action plans for the 2018-2019 school year.

SCHOOL CULTURE
https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!/form
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Sustained Essential Practice
School Improvement Process

Communicate With Stakeholders

Priority Actions for the Sustained Practice
/

In order to include more community members in the activities within our school; the P.T.O. , ESAAC , and staff
members can reach out to different community leaders to foster partnerships with the businesses and
organizations that surround our school.

Primary Essential Practice

Effective Use of Support Personnel

Secondary Essential Practice Selection

Shared Vision

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Sustained Essential Practice

Interventions/RtI .

Priority Actions for the Sustained Practice

In order to sustain the interventions that are taking place in the school, we will continue to' use Title I funds to
employ personnel to go into classrooms for additional support or pull small groups out of classrooms for
intervention. We will continue to use data to identify the students who will be chosen for extended learning such
as Saturday academy and after-school care tutoring.

Primary Essential Practice

Differentiated Instruction

Secondary Essential Practice Selection

Enrichment Activities

.DAY TWO- Synergy Summer Institute

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CORE COMPETENCIES

The School Improvement Process begins with identification of Essential Practices within a school to sustain or
enhance to improve the school's overall performance during the 2018-2019 school year. The next step in the
process' is to assess and develop the School Leadership Team's skills to successfully lead and support the
implementation of the plan.

The School Leadership Core Competencies identified below include patterns of thinking, feeling, acting, or
speaking that are directly connected to a leader's ability to affect change within a school. During the Synergy
Summer Institute, coursework will allow for the evaluation and development of these School Leadership Core
Competencies to increase efficiency and skill mastery which can be used by school leaders to successfully
implement the School Improvement Process.

htlps://mdcpsporialapps2.d<;tdeschools.netlSIP/#!/form
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Com/l.etency' 1: Commitment to Students A relentless pursuit and commitment to student learning as evidenced
by a belief in one s own capability, and the courage to take a stand on behalf of students.

Commitment to Students includes certain behaviors such as:

• taking ownership for students' learning
• setting high expectations for all learners
• believing in students' ability to learn regardless of barriers
• relentlessly pursuing the implementation of what is right for the students
• supporting decisions and policies to improve instruction and advance learning for all students

Development in Commitment to Students prioritizes the students' learning as the foundation of the School
Improvement Process.

Com/l.etency. 2: Focus on Sustainable Results The deliberate actions and continuous drive to set challenging
goals and reach a high standard of performance despite barriers.

A Focus on Sustainable Results includes certain behaviors such as:

• prioritizing activities
• implementing initiatives
• regularly tracking progress
• demonstrating perseverance
• considering innovative actions
• taking courses of action to achieve desired results and minimize risks

Developing in the area of Focusing on Sustainable Results will provide short and long-range goals for
successful implementation of School Improvement Process.

Com/l.etency'3: Develo/l.ing Others The act of influencing others, with the specific intent, to increase 'their short
and long-term effectiveness, perceptions, thinking, and actions.

Developing Others includes certain behaviors such as:

• .setting positive expectations
• personally providing instruction
• providing developmental feedback
• choosing the timing and delivery of information
• selecting training and work assignments to build other s capabilities
• fully delegating so that others may learn from their own successes and mistakes

Growth in Developing Others wilt provide opportunities to influence and improve the skills of all stakeholders
throughout the School Improvement Process.

Com/l.etency. 4: Engg.ges the Team A group of adults working collectively to leverage their input, 'to develop
actionable and tangible goals, and to implement change in the school.

Engaging the Team includes certain behaviors such as:

• .empowering others
• keeping people on the team informed
• ensuring that the team produces as planned
• promoting the morale and performance of a team
• obtaining resources that the team needs to perform
• motivating the team with a compelling vision and enthusiasm

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform
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Development in Engaging the Team allows for a collaborative and comprehensive effort by all stakeholders
throughout the School Improvement Process.

School Leadership Core Competency Course Reflections

School Leadership Teams will participate in a series of courses during the Synergy Summer Institute to measure
and develop School Leadership Core Competencies and utilize these high-level competency skills to implement
the identified Essential Practice Enhancements to improve outcomes within School Culture and Academic
Programs. SLTs will reflect on their current leadership roles and implementation of the core competencies and
consider opportunities for growth and application of each core competency for the 2018-2019 school year.

Competency 1: Commitment to Students
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Commitment to Students.

The School Leadership Team currently views there stance on commitment to students as .a group that stands
behind their students and their potentially transforrnative decisions. We stand behind any policies .that could
benefit the students while setting high expectations for each student.

As evidenced by:

This stance is evidenced by the unbiased approach to teaching where the instructors deliver information to the
students regardless of ethnicity or background believing in our students' ability to learn regardless of barriers.
The SLT will take- the stance that best reflects the student's growth, by debating decisions and policies that put
the students at the center of all decisions.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Commitment to Students competency in the School
Improvement Process.

We will use this stance in our SIP to ensure that all of our common planning and differentiated instruction
practices are in the best interest of the students' learning and their well-being pushing them to achieve their
fullest potential.

Competency 2: Focusing on Sustainable Results
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Focusing on Sustainable Results ..

The school leadership team is focused on the pursuit of sustainable and measurable results. We are constantly
looking for methods and habits to foster within our school to ensure that the results achieved are sustainable.

As evidenced by: -

This behavior is evidenced by the multiple courses of actions that the SLP takes to minimize risk and secure the
success of our students not only academically, but socially and emotionally. Progress is tracked regularly though
data chats. Inclusive practices are incorporated to assist us in assisting our students in achieving desired results
while minimizing risks.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Focusing on Sustainable Results competency in the
School Improvement Process.

The school will strive to maintain these efforts to meet the goals set forth in the SIP. The SIP stipulates that we
will use DI throughout the grade levels to ensure that all of our stude~ts' needs are being met. This
implementation ofDI removes risks oflearning gaps in the student's understanding.

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform
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Competency 3: Developing Others

Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Developing Others.

The School Leadership Team currently develops others by adapting their approach to affect the actions of others.
The expression of positive expectations allows for the rest of the staff to work in a positive environment where
the teachers can express themselves.

As evidenced by:

This positive environment is evidenced through the response on the teacher's survey, where they feel that their
principal treats them with respect. The principal and the rest of the SLT allows for positive and negative
feedback to improve the school culture.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Developing" Others competency in the" School
Improvement Process.

The SIP outlines the positive atmosphere that we want to carry on this school year. The shared school vision will
help the school to. reach a new level of positive school culture. Select training and work assignments will be
given to build others' capabilities and to allow others to learn from their successes.

Competency 4: Engages the Team

Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Engages the Team.

The School Leadership Team aligns their effort towards clear goals to" engage their team. This makes the
engagement of the staff much more precise and goal-driven. By depicting these clear goals, the staff is
completely aware of the expectations they are to meet.

As evidenced by: .

This is 'evidenced by the many opportunities that the staff is given to perform. The SLT also obtains multiple
resources to disseminate to the staff in order for them to more effectively reach the clear goal.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Engages the Team competency in the School
Improvement Process.

The SIP outlines how the team will be using data to plan for instruction including their DI groups. We as an SLT
will give the teachers extended learning opportunities as well as mentoring and supplemental materials to help
them meet their goals.

DAY THREE- Synergy Summer Institute

PRIORITY ACTIONS DEVELOPMENT

School Leadership Teams will review the Essential Practice Enhancements to create Priority Actions necessary
to ensure the successful implementation of the Sustained, Primary, and Secondary Practices by the end of the
2018-2019 school year.

Sustained Essential Practice

"SLTswill review the Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice.

Secondary. and Primary. Essential Practices
https:l/mdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSlP/#!lform
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SLTs identify the Priority Actions for the Secondary and Primary Essential Practices by reviewing the
'selected enhancements for each and determining a list of actions necessary to successfully implement the
identified enhancements by the end of the 2018-2019 school year.

The Priority Actions will assist in prioritizing the detailed action plans to be developed throughout the School
Improvement Process during the 2018-2019 school year.

SCHOOL CULTURE

Sustained Essential Practice

Communicate With Stakeholders

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to includemore community members in the activities within our school; the P.T.O. , ESAAC , and staff
members can reach out to, different community leaders to foster partnerships with the businesses and
organizations that surround our school.

Primary Essential Practice Selection

Effective Use of Support Personnel

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to maximize common planning among the grade levels, the administration will align the schedules of
the support personnel to facilitate collaboration among teachers.

Secondary Essential Practice Selection

Shared Vision

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to maintain the initiatives to enhance the school's physical surroundings/ environment, collaboration and
support' will continue to take place among all stakeholders in order to meet the school's shared vision of pride
and safety.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Sustained Essential Practice

Interventions/RtI

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to sustain' the interventions that are taking place in the school, we will continue to use Title I funds to
employ personnel to go into classrooms for additional support or pull small groups out of classrooms for
intervention. We will continue to use data to identify the students who will be chosen for extended learning such
as Saturday academy and after-school care tutoring.

Primary Essential Practice Selection

Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to incorporate effective differentiated instruction, the faculty will use common planning to appropriately
break down data to make small groups. The teachers will identify the needs of the students based on the data,

15/18
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group them accordingly, and schedule how small group instruction will be implemented for the following weeks.

Secondary Essential Practice Selection

Enrichment Activities

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to continue to enrich the current science curriculum, the administration and staff will explore alternative
supplemental resources to increaserigor,

OUTCOME STATEMENTS

The School Leadership Team will create an overarching Outcome Statement in the areas of School Culture and
Academic Programs. The School. Improvement Process Outcome Statement is the goal the school aims to
accomplish by the end of the 2018-2019 school year. SLTs will:

• Participate in a protocol to assist in creating the overarching School Improvement Process vision for their
schooL .

• Consider the predicted results if effective implementation of the identified Essential Practices (Sustained,
Primary, and Secondary) occur.

Develop a statement that encompasses the intended outcome as a result of having successfully implemented the
Sustained Practice and Primary/Secondary Essential Practice Enhancements at the end of the 2018-2019 school
year.

SCHOOL CULTURE

OUTCOME STATEMENT

School Culture

When we successfully implement common planning to increase communication with all stakeholders. We will
use data to plan for instruction, then we will foster a cohesive school culture where the teachers feel safe and
comfortable in completing their job description. Learning will be supported by an effective use of personnel. If
we continue to foster a shared vision of maintaining a clean and positive school climate, then we will. provide
our students with an engaging and safe learning environment.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

OUTCOME STATEMENT

Academic Programs

By effectively implementing differentiated instruction practices throughout the grade levels, we will then see an
increase in student proficiency across all grade levels and subject areas.

OPENING OF SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
School Leadership Teams will design a professional development to be provided during the Opening of School
activities on one or both Teacher Planning Day(s). In the plan below, specify the following: morning or
afternoon sessions, topics to be shared, protocols being used in both small and large groups, and the

. facilitator(s) leading the group sessions. The purpose of the professional development will be to share what was
realized, acknowledged, learned, and planned during Phase I of the School Improvement Process during the
Synergy Summer Institute with teachers and staff to garner feedback.

The professional development should include a summary of the:

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadesChools.netlSIP/#!/form
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• .Data and Systems Review Summary
• School Leadership Core Competency Course Reflections
• Sustained Essential Practice and Priority Actions
• Primary & Secondary Essential Practice Selections

o Priority Actions -
• Outcome Statements

The professional development should include opportunities to gather teachers' and staff input/feedback on the
following:

• Sustained Essential Practice and Priority Actions
• Primary & Secondary Essential Practice Selections

o Priority Actions - How will the priority actions be addressed during the school year?
• Brainstorm possible Implementation Steps
• .Identify possible roles/resources

Opening of School Professional Development Agenda

Phase I Topic

What topic will be
shared?

• Data and
Systems
Review
Summary

Opening • School
Leadership .Activity -Lead

of
School Core Process DescriptionCompetencyDate Who will facilitate the

Course sharing of the topic
Reflections What process/protocol will be used to share the topic and and the collection and

(08/14 - • Sustained gamer feedback from all stakeholders? discussion of feedback
08117) Essential regarding the topic?

AM-PM Practice
• Primary &

Secondary
Essential
Practice
Selections

• Priority
Actions

• Outcome
Statements

Data Review:
The administration will disseminate all data from the

08116/18 Reflect on Current
2017-2018 school year to the appropriate teachers. The Ms ..Baldessari,

A.M. , Practices to New
teachers will reflect on their current practices and how Principal
they will use this data in order to plan for differentiated

Strategies instruction for the upcoming school year.

08/16/181 School Policies 1The administration will begin with an team- building Ms. Rogers, Assistant I
17/18
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videol activity to foster a cohesive school vision. The Principal
administration will them discuss all of the current school
policies and procedures, as well as Title I information.
The administration will discuss the new format of the SIP.
(9 week timeframel review and reflection) The Essential M B ld .

. d . d S '11 b d d s. a essan,practices etermme at ynergy WI e covere an P" I
discussed to be able to implement them effectively during nncipa
the school year.

10/18/2018

A.M, . Iand Proceduresl
~TitleI

08/16/18 SIP Discus.sion
A M and Essential

.. Practice Review

Grade Level Chairs:
Ms. Montero, Ms.
Perea- Garcia, Ms.
Hernandez, Ms.
Salinero, Ms. Pereira,
Ms. Blanco

The grade levels will separate into their respective
groups. During this time, they will discuss the essential
practices and data that they have been given. This will
enable them to plan successfully for the school year.

8/16/18 Collaborative
P.M. Planning

During the meeting the program specialist will discuss
new SPED policiesl laws that have gone into effect. The
teachers will receive their FSAA data. The teachers will
them dissect their data in order to plan for a successful
school year with their students.

08117Ii 8 Communication
A.M. with Stakeholders

Ms. Bowers, Program
Specialist

Parent Orientation. The parents will come and visit their
child's teacher and get a preview of the school year. The
parents will receive a survey where they will fill out
information pertaining to the child. This will begin the
communication between the parents and the staff.

Homeroom Teachers,
Parents,
Administration; Office
Staff

08117/18 Communication
P.M. with Stakeholders

18/18
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Phase II

Action Planning

Consensus - Define - Implement

Phase II will be developed and executed at the school as described below:

Phase II Development & Stakeholder Engagement

August 16 -August 31,2018

• Provide Opening of Schools Development to share Phase I results and garner stakeholder feedback using
the OOS Development Plan

• Develop School Culture and Academic Programs Implementation Steps
• Participate with the School Leadership Team in a Region Review Process
• Meet with the EESAC to review and approve Phase I & II of the School Improvement Process
• Title I Schools will upload their 2018-19 Title I - Parent and Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)

Schools will begin Phase II of the School Improvement Process with an Opening of Schools Professional
Development led by the School Leadership Team (SLT). Topics such as Data and Systems Review Summary, the
Sustained Essential Practice, Primary and Secondary Essential Practices, Priority Actions, and Outcome
Statements will be discussed and examined with stakeholders. The SLT will purposefully engage stakeholders in
providing reflective feedback on the creation and implementation of specific actions aimed at achieving .
improved School Culture and Academic Programs. The development of the School Culture and Academic
Programs specific Implementation Steps will be completed by August 31, 2018.

Implementation Steps Requirements:

• .Align to the school s Outcome Statement, Essential Practices and Priority Actions
• Provide specific implementation dates
• Describe the specific action or activity that will take place
• Include the name(s) and position(s) of the person(s) responsible
• Specify what. evidence would demonstrate the intended Implementation Step was achieved
• .Describe the process that will be used to monitor each Implementation Step and the personts) involved in

m.0nitoring .

Quarter 1 Implementation

September 4 - October 19, 2018

• Monitor the execution of Quarter 1Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of fidelity
• .Conduct an Instructional Review to gather qualitative data that will inform the Quarter 1Systen:s Review

During Quarter 1 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 1Implementation Steps. The school leadership
team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.
Towards the conclusion of this stage, schools will conduct an internal instructional review that will inform their
Systems Review and Data Reflection.

https:llmdcpSportalapps2.dadesChools.netiSIP/#I/form
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Quarter 1 Systems Review & Data Reflection

October 22 - November 2, 2018

• Evaluate and reflect on the success of the Quarter 1Implementation Steps through the Systems Review
and Data Reflection

• Revise and/or develop School Culture and Academic Programs Quarter 2 Implementation Steps

After the Quarter 1Implementation stage, schools will examine the success of the Implementation Steps and will
have the opportunity to adjust/modify based on qualitative data gather during the Instructional Review and
quantitative data provided via an End-of-Quarter Data Map. SLTs will develop better informed and refined
Implementation Steps to execute during Quarter 2 Implementation.

Quarter 2 Implementation

November 5 - December 21, 2018

• Monitor the execution of Quarter 2 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of fidelity.

During Quarter 2 Implementation, 'schools will execute Quarter 2 Implementation Steps. The school leadership
team will~onitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 1 Implementation

(September 4 - October 19,2018)

School Culture Outcome Statement

When we successfully implement common planning to increase communication with all stakeholders. We will
use data to plan for instruction, then we will foster a cohesive school culture where the teachers feel safe and
comfortable in completing their job description. Learning will be supported by an effective use of personnel. If
we continue to foster a shared vision of maintaining a clean and positive school climate, then we willprovide
our students with an engaging and safe learning environment.

Sustained Essential Practice

Communicate With Stakeholders

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to include more community members in the activities within our school; the P.T.O. , ESAAC , and staff
members can reach out to different community leaders to foster partnerships with the businesses and
organizations that surround our school. .

Implementation . Implementation Steps
Date(s)

Person(s)
Responsible

(What evidence' would demonstrate
the Implementation Step was

successfully executed?)

Expected Evidence

(How and
Who?)(First & last

name,
position)

Monitoring

https:l/mdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform
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Administrator will
develop and disseminate As a result of common planning, Marybalschedules that reflect we should see commonality in Baldessari

Start: Tue, Sept
common planning time teachers' lessons and plans in and/or Marshafor each grade level so regards to the content covered,4 that teachers can discuss Marsha materials utilized, strategies Rogers will

Rogers, A.P. meet with grade
End: Fri, Oct 19 content covered, discuss employed and level of rigor in levels weekly to

pacing, examine data, work samples. Sign-in sheets and facilitate
share best practices and agendas will serve as evidence of discussions.
prepare for delivering meetings.
future lessons.

As a result, teachers will use Ms. Baldessari
and Ms. Rogersassessment data at grade level will conductMarybel meetings to devise a plan on weekly walk-Faculty will review Baldessari, addressing students' academic throughs ~oStart: Tue, Sept student assessment data Principal needs in order to remain aligned monitor4 from the 2017-2018 Marsha with the school's common vision intervention.school year and plan for Rogers, A.P. and mission. Differentiated

End: F,ri, Oct 19 instruction to address Amarilis instruction, small group instruction Ms. Salazar and
Ms. Rogers willacademic needs. Salazar, and interventions to bridge gaps in monitorCurr. Coach learning will be conducted. This assessment datawill be reflected in lesson plans and quarterly forstudent work.
progress.

Intervention groups will be Ms Rogers and

Student data will be used Marsha monitored daily through attendance Ms. Salazar will
Start: Tue, Sept to identify students who Rogers, A.P. sheets. Tier II students will be monitor i-Ready
4 are in need of additional Amarilis assessed quarterly usingi-Ready data by pulling

intervention time (30 Salazar, Reading assessment. Tier III assessment and
End: Fri, Oct 19 min. daily) , ' Curro Coach students will be 'assessed every 21 growth

days through Growth Progress monitoring
Monitoring. reports monthly.

Students will be
recognized for their
academic growth through Ms. Baldessari

Start: Tue, Sept
school-wide initiatives Marybel Students will attain academic and and Ms. Rogers
such as Student of the Baldessari, attendance goals. They will be will provide4 Month and Perfect Principal recognized at Student of the Month incentives for

End: Fri, Oct 19 Attendance. The PTO Marsha ceremonies and quarterly Honor students who
and EESAC provide Rogers, A.P. Roll assembly. meet these
funds for awards as goals. '
incentives to motivate
students to' do their best.

Primary Essential Practice

Effective Use of Support Personnel

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to maximize common planning among the grade levels, the administration will align the schedules of
the support personnel to facilitate collaboration among teachers.

\Implementation\ 'Implementation I
https:/lmdcpsportalapps2,dadeschools,netfSIP/#!fform

Person(s) Expected Evidence '\ Monltoring
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Date(s) Steps Responsible (What evidence would demonstrate (How and Who?)
the Implementation Step was

(First & last successfully executed?)
name, position)

Teachers will be Ms. Baldessari
provided with and Ms. Rogers
common planning Teachers will have the time to meet will participate

Start: Tue, Sept time. Special Area Marsha Rogers, on a weekly basis to review data in grade level
4 personnel and A.P. Amarilis and plan for instruction as meetings and

interventionists Salazar, Curro
End: Fri, Oct 19 will be assigned to Coach evidenced by weekly meeting ensure that

minutes. teacher's
assist students schedules allowduring this time for it.
once a week.

Promote literacy Students will consistently check out Ms. Fortman will
monitor monthly

Start: Tue, Sept skills by books from the media center to read
4 challenging and Pamela Fortman, and complete Accelerated Reader reports and give

the studentsmotivating students Media Specialist (AR) tests. Quarterly AR reports incentives forEnd: Fri, Oct 19 to read using will show student usage and reaching theirincentives. progress. AR goals.
Student's social/emotional needs

School counselor will be addressed which will be Ms. Baldessari
will work with evidenced in the number of referrals and Rogers will

Start: Tue, Sept administration and and parent conferences that need to monitor the
4 teachers to. assist Clara Cabrera, take place. Their ability to get along number of

students who need Counselor with others, display of a positive Student Case
End:' Fri, Oct 19 confidence and attitude about learning, and effort Management

self-esteem will positively affect school culture. forms received
building. Student Case Management forms weekly.

will document counseling sessions.
Ms. Baldessari

Paraprofessionals Marybel Paraprofessionals will be and Ms. Rogers

Start: Tue, Sept
collaborate with Baldessari, strategically assigned to classrooms will monitor
and assist teachers Principal Marsha and groups of students to assist paraprofessionals

4 in giving students Rogers, A.P. students and teacher in the as classroom

End: Fri, Oct 19 the support they Classroom classrooms as evidenced by the walk -throughs
need in order to Teachers paraprofessional's schedule and and observations
master concepts. Paraprofessionals student rosters. are conducted

weekly.

Secondary Essential Practice

Shared Vision

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to maintain the initiatives to enhance the school's physical surroundings/ environment, collaboration and
support will continue to take place among all stakeholders in order to meet the school's shared vision of pride
and safety.

Implementation\ .Implementation Steps Person(s) I
https:llmdcp~portalapps2,dadeschools.netlSIP/#!Iform
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The Critical Incident Ma bel
Response Team (CIRT) B lryd .. a essan

Start: Tue, Sept team will meet to ensure Pri . l'
4 that safety precautions Mnnchipa. . ars a

are bemg taken to R
End: Fri, Oct 19 maintain student safety Ao~ers,

d ·1 basi d . ssistanton a ai y aSIS,an m Pri . 1
case of an emergency. nncipa

10/18/2018

Date(s)

Administration will
meet with the custodial

Start: Tue, Sept staff and security to
4 devise a plan that
End: Fri, Oct 19 ens,?"es that t?e school

environment ISsafe and
clean.

Start: Tue, Sept
4

End: Fri, Oct 19

Start: Tue, Sept Leadership team will
4 meet to discuss areas of

concern on a monthly
End: Fri, Oct 19 basis.

Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

School Improvement Process

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

(How and Who?)

Arrival and dismissal
will be monitored by
Ms. Baldessari and
Ms. Rogers daily and
emergency drills will
be conducted and
reviewed monthly
and documented in
FASI.

Ms. Baldessari and
Ms. Rogers will

. monitor safety.
Marybel All personnel will follow safety d d

procedures and maintain a Plroce
l
.ures an

f
th

Baldessari,. c ean mess 0 e
P· . 1 clean environment for the b :ld· . d ·1

rmcipa d E id f hi ·11 U1 mg on a ar yM h stu ents. VI ence 0 t ISWI basi duri lk
ars a be seen in The Annual aSIS unng wa -

Rogers, A.P. S it ti A dit throughs. Monthly
am a IOn u 1 . t· ·11b h ldmee mgs WI e e

to discuss progress
and needs ..

Marybel
Baldessari,
Principal
Marsha
Rogers,
Assistant
Principal

Arrival, dismissal, and
emergency drills will be
reviewed to ensure that
students are safe. After drills
are conducted, the team will
meet to debrief and analyze the
efficiency of the drill.
Adjustments will be made as
necessary. Meeting agendas
and sign-in sheets will be
available.

The school will be void of
interruptions due to safety
issues. Automated Incident
Reporting System (AIRS)
reports will be completed and
monitored by Ms. Baldessari
and Ms. Rogers.

The leadership team will revise
or adjust procedures to ensure
the safety of the students as
needed. This will be evidenced
by meeting agendas and sign-
in sheets.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 1 Implementation

(September 4 - October 19,2018)

Security and assigned
school officer will serve Marybel
as role models for Baldessari,
parents and students. Principal
They will ensure the Marsha
environment remains Rogers,
safe and secure so that Assistant
students are comfortable Principal
and feel safe to learn.

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!lform

Ms. Baldessari and
Ms. Rogers will
review the number of
AIRS reports which
should decrease over
time.

Ms. Baldessari, Ms.
Rogers and members
of the leadership team
will monitor arrival,
dismissal and school
activities daily.
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By effectively implementing differentiated instruction practices throughout the grade levels, we will then see an
increase in student proficiency across all grade levels and subject areas.

Sustained Essential Practice

Interventions/Rtl

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to sustain the interventions that are taking place in the school, we will continue to use Title I funds to
employ personnel to go into classrooms for additional support or pull small groups out of classrooms for
intervention. We will continue to use data to identify the students who will be chosen for extended learning such
as Saturday academy and after-school care tutoring.

Person(s) Expected EvidenceResponsible
Implementation Implementation Monitoring

Date(s) Steps (First & last (What evidence would demonstrate
the Implementation Step was (How and Who?)name, successfully executed?)position)

Supplemental Interventionists will work with small M.s Baldessari and

personnel groups of students to differentiate Ms: Rogers will

employed using. M b I instruction. This instruction will assist monitor interventists

Start: Tue, Sept Title I funds will B ~de . in bridging gaps in student learning. to ensure students are
. a essan, provided with

4 be used to Princi I Students will be able to masternncipa concepts which will be shown in daily instruction to meet
support student M h their individual needsEnd: Fri, Oct 19 . .. ars a classroom performance, classroommstruction In RAP on a daily basisI ogers, .. assessments and district assessments.c assrooms according to lessonduring core This will be reflected in teachers'
subject areas. lesson plans. plans and student work

product.

Topic Marsha Ms. Baldessari and

Start: Tue, Sept t ·11 Rogers, A.P. Topic assessments are administered Ms. Rogers will
assessmen s WI A T discuss topicman IS

4 be used to assess S I according to the district pacing guide.
h d' a azar, Reports of students progress will be assessment

eac stu ents C C h administration andEnd:. Fri, Oct 19 . demi UIT. oac generated from Unify.aca enuc CI progress at grade levelassroomprogress. Teachers meetings.
Topic
assessment data Ms. Baldessari andwill be analyzed

Start: Tue, Sept to make Teachers will group students Ms. Rogers will

4 decisions about Classroom according to the skills that they need monitor small group

what skills need Teachers reinforcement on, which will be instruction during

End: Fri, Oct 19 to be reinforced evidenced by lesson plans, students walk-throughs and

through small rosters, etc. while reviewing lesson
plans.group -

instruction.
Start: Tue, Sept Data from i- Marybel Students will receive intervention Ms. Baldessari.Ms.
4 Ready Baldessari, from supplemental personnel to assist Rogers and Ms.

assessments will Principal with concepts that need . Salazar will monitor
End: Fri, Oct 19 be used to Marsha reinforcement. Intervention interventions.

develop Rogers, A.P.

7/14°htlps:/lmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!/form
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intervention
groups in
reading and
math.

Amarilis
Salazar,
Curro Coach
Classroom
Teachers

attendance rosters will provide
evidence.

Primary Essential Practice

Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to incorporate effective differentiated instruction, the faculty will use common planning to appropriately
break down data to make small groups. The teachers will identify the needs of the students based on the data,
group them accordingly, and schedule how small group instruction will be implemented for the following weeks.

Person(s) Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation Responsible
(What evidence would

'Monitoring

Date(s) Steps
(First & last name, demonstrate the (How and Who?)Implementation Step wasposition) successfully executed")

Data chats with, Marybel Baldessari, Administrations will Administrators will
Start: Tue, Sept teachers are Principl Marsha schedule data chats with monitor differentiated
4 scheduled to be

Rogers, A.P. the teachers. Data chats instruction, lesson plans,

conducted Amarilis Salazar, will result in plans for topic assessments and
End:. Fri, Oct 19

monthly. Curro Coach differentiated instruction district assessments to
Classroom Teachers in classrooms. look for growth.

Teachers will Teachers will depictreteach and Ms. Baldessari and Ms.
Start: rue, Sept reinforce skills which skills will be Rogers will monitor4 reinforced to students inthat are needed Classroom Teachers their weekly lesson plans differentiated instruction

through during observations andEnd: Fri, Oct 19
differentiated and what materials will be weekly walk-throughs.
instruction. used. f. I .-
Teachers will

Start: Tue, Sept
provide Ms. Baldessari and Ms.
enrichment to Teachers will include Rogers will monitor4 students who are Classroom Teachers enrichment activities in differentiated instruction

End: Fri, Oct 19 in need of more their weekly lesson plans. during observations and
challenging weekly walk-throughs.
material.

Administration Data from Weekly
Start: Tue, Sept will monitor Assessments will be used Ms. Baldessari and Ms.
4 district Wonders Ms. Baldessari and to determine if the plan of Rogers will meet with

Weekly Ms. Rogers action is working and teachers to discuss
End: Fri, Oct 19 what updates need to be progress.

Assessments. made.

Secondary Essential Practice

Enrichment Activities

pttps:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIPI#!/form
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Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to continue to enrich the current science curriculum, the administration and staff will explore alternative
supplemental resources to increase rigor. .

Expected

Person(s) Evidence

Responsible
(What evidence MonitoringImplementation

Date(s) Implementation Steps
(First & last would demonstrate

the Implementation (How and Who?)name, Step wasposition) successfully
executed?)

Marybel
Data from the 2018 FSA will Baldessari, Supplemental Ms. Baldessari and Ms.Start: Tue, Sept be reviewed. Supplemental Principal materials will be Rogers will monitor4 resources will b~ reviewed to Marsha included lesson lessons and studentselect ones that will best Rogers, A.P. plans. Student work progress during walk-End: Fri, Oct 19 reinforce and enrich our Amarilis samples will reflect
students' science skills. Salazar, Curro student learning. throughs.

,

Coach .
Start: Tue, Sept Topic Assessment Ms. Salazar and Ms.
4 Teachers will administer topic Classroom bubble sheets will Rogers will scan topic

assessments weekly. Teachers be scanned through assessment bubble
End: Fri, Oct 19 Unify weekly. sheets.

Lesson plans and Ms. Baldessari -and Ms.
Start: Tue, Sept Topic assessments will be student work Rogers will monitor
4 reviewed to determine skills Classroom samples will serve lesson plans, lessons and

that need to be reinforced or Teachers as evidence of student work samples
End: Fri, Oct 19 retaught. which topics were during observations and

readdressed. walk-throughs ..

Start: Tue, Sept Hands-on science labs will be Teachers will citeconducted weekly to provide Ms. Baldessari.and Ms.4 Classroom science labs andstudents with engaging Teachers procedures in their Rogers will monitor

End:. Fri, Oct 19 experiences to apply science lesson plans. lesson plans and lessons.
concepts being learned.

.

Parent Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)
All Title 1 schools will submit the 2018-2019 PFEP to the Title 1 office for approval on .or before, Tuesday,
October 9, 2018. Once approved, the PFEP will be uploaded into the School Improvement Process (Phase II).

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 2 Implementation

. (November 5 - December 21, 2018)

School Culture Outcome Statement

https:llmdcpsportalapps2.dadeschools.netlSIP/#!/form
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When we successfully implement common planning to increase communication with all stakeholders. We will
use data to plan for instruction, then we will foster a cohesive school culture where the teachers feel safe and
comfortable in completing their job description. Learning will be supported by an effective use of personnel. If
we continue to foster a shared vision of maintaining a clean and positive school climate, then we will provide
our students with an engaging and safe learning environment.

Sustained Essential Practice

Communicate With Stakeholders

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to include more community members in the activities within our school; the P.T.O. , ESAAC , and staff
members can reach out to different community leaders to foster partnerships with the businesses and
organizations that surround our school.

Person(s) Expected EvidenceResponsible Monitoring
Implementation Implementation Steps (What evidence would demonstrate theDate(s) (First & last (How andImplementation Step was successfullyname, executed?) Who?)

position)

Administrator will
develop and
disseminate schedules As a result of common planning, we Marybel
that reflect common Baldessari

Start: Fri, Nov planning time for each should continue to see commonality in and/or Marsha
2 grade level so that teachers' lessons and plans in regards to Rogers will

teachers can discuss Marsha the content covered, materials utilized, meet with
End: Fri, Dec content covered, Rogers, A.P. strategies employed and level of rigor grade levels
21 discuss pacing, in work samples. Sign-in sheets and

weekly to
examine data, share agendas will serve as evidence of facilitate
best practices and meetings. discussions.
prepare for delivering
future lessons.

Ms. Baldessari
As a result, teachers will use and Ms.
assessment data at grade level meetings Rogers will

Faculty will review Marybel to devise a plan on addressing students' conduct
student assessment Baldessari, academic needs in order to remain weekly walk-

Start: Fri, Nov data from the 2018 i- Principal aligned with the school's common throughs to
2 Ready API Marsha vision and mission. Differentiated monitor

Assessment and plan Rogers, A.P. instruction, small group instruction and intervention.
End: Fri, Dec

for instruction to Amarilis interventions to bridge gaps in learning Ms. Salazar
21 will be conducted. This will be and Ms.address academic Salazar,

needs. Curro Coach reflected in lesson plans and student Rogers will
work. A professional development monitor
workshop will be offered on-site on assessment
Differentiated Instruction. data quarterly

for progress.
Start: Fri, Nov Growth Progress Marsha Intervention groups will be monitored Ms Rogers
2 Monitoring data will Rogers, A.P. daily through attendance sheets. Tier II and Ms.

be used to identify Amarilis students will be assessed quarterly Salazar will
students who are in using i-Ready Reading assessment. Tier monitor i-

10/16
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End: Fri, Dec need of Tier III Salazar, III students will be assessed every 21 Ready data by
21 intervention. Curro Coach days through Growth Progress pulling

Monitoring. assessment
and growth
monitoring
reports
monthly.

Students will be
recognized for their
academic growth Ms. Baldessari
through school-wide and Ms.

Start: Fri, Nov initiatives such as Marybel Students will attain academic and Rogers will
2 Student of the Month Baldessari, attendance goals. They will be provide

and Perfect Principal recognized at Student of the Month incentives forEnd: Fri, Dec Attendance. The PTO Marsha ceremonies and quarterly Honor Roll students who
21 and EESAC provide Rogers, A.P. assembly. meet these

funds for awards as goals.incentives to motivate
students to do their
best.

Primary Essential Practice

Effective Use of Support Personnel

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to maximize common planning among the grade levels, the administration will align the schedules of
the support personnel to facilitate collaboration among teachers.

Person(s) Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation Responsible Monitoring
Date(s) Steps (What evidence would demonstrate

(First & last the Implementation Step was (How and Who?)
name, position) successfully executed?)

Teachers will
Ms. Baldessaricontinue to be

provided with and Ms. Rogers
Start: Fri, Nov common planning Marsha Rogers, Teachers will have the time to meet will participate
2 time. Special Area A.P. Amarilis on a weekly basis to review data in grade level

personnel and Salazar, Curro and plan for instruction as meetings and
End: Fri, Dec

interventionists will Coach evidenced by weekly meeting ensure that
21

be assigned to assist minutes. teacher's

students during this schedules allow

time once a week. for it.

Students will consistently check Ms. Fortman will
Start: Fri, Nov Promote literacy monitor monthlyout books from the media center to
2 skills by challenging Pamela Fortman, read and complete Accelerated reports and give

and motivating Media Specialist Reader (AR) tests. Quarterly AR the students
End: Fri, Dec students to read incentives for
21 using incentives.

reports will show student usage reaching their
and progress. AR goals.

\ \ \ \ \
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Start: Fri, Nov School counselor Rhea Lee, Student's social/emotional needs Ms. Baldessari
2 will work with Mental Health will be addressed which will be and Rogers will

administration and Counselor evidenced in the number of monitor the
End: Fri, Dec teachers to assist referrals and parent conferences number of
21 students who need that need to take place. Their Student Case

counseling and! or ability to get along with others, Management
intevention. display of a positive attitude about forms received

learning, and effort will positively weekly.
affect school culture. Student Case
Management forms will document
counseling sessions.

Ms. Baldessari
Paraprofessionals Marybel Paraprofessionals will be and Ms. Rogers

Start: Fri, Nov collaborate with and Baldessari, strategically assigned to will monitor
2 assist teachers in Principal Marsha classrooms and groups of students paraprofessionals

giving students the Rogers, A.P. to assist students and teacher in the as classroom
End: Fri, Dec support they need in Classroom classrooms as evidenced by the walk-throughs
21 order to master Teachers paraprofessional's schedule and and observations

concepts. Parapro fessi onals student rosters. are conducted
weekly.

Secondary Essential Practice

Shared Vision

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to maintain the initiatives to enhance the school's physical surroundings! environment, collaboration and
support will continue to take place among all stakeholders in order to meet the school's shared vision of pride
and safety.

Person(s) Expected Evidence
Responsible MonitoringImplementation Implementation Steps (What evidence would

Date(s) (First & last demonstrate the (How and Who?)name, Implementation Step was
position) successfully executed?)

Arrival, dismissal, and
The Critical Incident emergency drills will be Arrival and dismissal
Response Team (CIRT) Marybel reviewed to ensure that will be monitored by

Start: Fri, Nov team will continue to Baldessari, students are safe. After drills Ms. Baldessari and
2 meet to ensure that safety Principal are conducted, the team will Ms. Rogers daily and

precautions are being Marsha meet to debrief and analyze emergency drills will
End: Fri, Dee taken to maintain student Rogers, the efficiency of the drill. be conducted and
21 safety on a daily basis, Assistant Adjustments will be made as reviewed monthly

and in case of an Principal necessary. Meeting agendas and documented in
emergency. and sign-in sheets will be FASI.

available.
Start: Fri, Nov Administration will Marybel All personnel will follow Ms. Baldessari and
2 continue to meet with the Baldessari, safety procedures and Ms. Rogers will

custodial staff and Principal maintain a clean environment monitor safety
End: Fri, Dec security to devise a plan Marsha for the students. Evidence of procedures and
21 that ensures that the Rogers, A.P. cleanliness of the

12/16
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school environment is this will be seen in The building on a daily
safe and clean. Annual Sanitation Audit. basis during walk-

throughs. Monthly
meetings will be held
to discuss progress
and needs.

Security and assigned
school officer will Marybel The school will be void ofcontinue to serve as role Ms. Baldessari and

Start: Fri, Nov models for parents and Baldessari, interruptions due to safety Ms. Rogers will
2 students. They will Principal issues. Automated Incident review the number of

ensure the environment Marsha Reporting System (AIRS) AIRS reports whichEnd: Fri, Dec
remains safe and secure Rogers, reports will be completed and should decrease over21
so that students are Assistant monitored by Ms. Baldessari time.
comfortable and feel safe Principal and Ms. Rogers.

to learn.
Marybel The leadership team will Ms. Baldessari, Ms.

Start: Fri, Nov Leadership team will Baldessari, revise or adjust procedures to Rogers and members
2 Principal of the leadershipmeet to discuss areas of Marsha ensure the safety of the team will monitor
End: Fri, Dec concern on a monthly Rogers, students as needed. This will arrival, dismissal and
21 basis. Assistant be evidenced by meeting school activities

Principal agendas and sign- in sheets. daily.
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 2 Implementation

(November 5 - December 21,2018)

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

By effectively implementing differentiated instruction practices throughout the grade levels, we will then see an
increase in student proficiency across all grade levels and subject areas.

Sustained Essential Practice

Interventions/Rtl

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

In order to sustain the interventions that are taking place in the school, we will continue to use Title I funds to
employ personnel to go into classrooms for additional support or pull small groups out of classrooms for
intervention. We will continue to use data to identify the students who will be chosen for extended learning such
as Saturday academy and after-school care tutoring.

Person(s) Expected EvidenceResponsible
Implementation Implementation Monitoring

Date(s) Steps (First & last (What evidence would demonstrate
the Implementation Step was (How and Who?)name, successfully executed?)position)

Start: Mon, Nov Supplemental Marybel Interventionists will continue to work Ms. Baldessari and
5 personnel Baldessari, with small groups of students to Ms. Rogers will

employed using Principal differentiate instruction. This monitor
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End: Fri, Dec Title I funds will Marsha instruction will assist in bridging gaps interventionists to
21 continue to be Rogers, A.P. in student learning. Students will be ensure students are

used to support able to master concepts which will be provided with
student shown in daily classroom instruction to meet
instruction in performance, classroom assessments their individual needs
classrooms and district assessments. This will be on a daily basis
during core reflected in teachers' lesson plans. according to lesson
subject areas. plans and student

work product.
Topic Marsha Ms. Baldessari and

Start: Mon, Nov assessments will Rogers, A.P.
Topic assessments are administered Ms. Rogers will

5 continue to be Amarilis according to the district pacing guide. discuss topicused to assess Salazar, Reports of students progress will be assessment reports andEnd: Fri, Dec each student's Curro Coach generated from Unify. progress at grade level21 academic Classroom
progress. Teachers meetings.

Topic
assessment data Ms. Baldessari and

Start: Mon, Nov
will be analyzed Teachers will continue to group Ms. Rogers willto make

5 decisions about Classroom students according to the skills that monitor small group

what skills need Teachers they need reinforcement on, which instruction during
End: Fri, Dec

to be reinforced will be evidenced by lesson plans, walk-throughs and
21

through small students rosters, etc. while reviewing
lesson plans.group

instruction.
Data from i- Marybel
Ready Baldessari,

Start: Mon, Nov assessments and Principal Students will receive intervention
weekly Marsha from supplemental personnel to assist Ms. Baldessari, Ms.5 assessments will Rogers, A.P. with concepts that need Rogers and Ms.

End: Fri, Dec be used to Amarilis reinforcement. Intervention Salazar will monitor
21 develop Salazar, attendance rosters will provide interventions.

intervention Curro Coach evidence.
groups in Classroom
reading. Teachers

Primary Essential Practice

Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

In order to incorporate effective differentiated instruction, the faculty will use common planning to appropriately
break down data to make small groups. The teachers will identify the needs of the students based on the data,
group them accordingly, and schedule how small group instruction will be implemented for the following weeks.

Person(s) Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation Responsible
(What evidence would

Monitoring

Date(s) Steps
(First & last name, demonstrate the (How and Who?)Implementation Step wasposition) successfully executed?)
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Start: Mon, Nov Data chats with Marybel Baldessari, Administrations will Administrators will
5 teachers are Principal Marsha schedule data chats with monitor differentiated

scheduled to be Rogers, AP. the teachers. Data chats instruction, lesson plans,
End: Fri, Dec conducted Amarilis Salazar, will result in plans for topic assessments and
21 monthly. Curro Coach differentiated instruction district assessments to

Classroom Teachers in classrooms. look for growth.
Teachers will Teachers will depict

Start: Mon, Nov reteach and Ms. Baldessari and Ms.which skills will be
5 reinforce skills reinforced to students in Rogers will monitor

that are needed Classroom Teachers their weekly lesson plans differentiated instruction
End: Fri, Dec through during observations andand what materials will be21 differentiated used.

weekly walk-throughs.
instruction.
Teachers will

Start: Mon, Nov provide Ms. Baldessari and Ms.
5 enrichment to Teachers will include Rogers will monitor

students who are Classroom Teachers enrichment activities in differentiated instruction
End: Fri, Dec in need of more their weekly lesson plans. during observations and
21 challenging weekly walk-throughs.

material.

Start: Mon, Nov Administration Data from Weekly
Assessments will be used Ms. Baldessari and Ms.

5 will monitor Ms. Baldessari and to determine if the plan of Rogers will meet withdistrict Wonders
End: Fri, Dec Weekly Ms. Rogers action is working and teachers to discuss

21 Assessments. what updates need to be progress.
made.

Secondary Essential Practice

Enrichment Activities

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

In order to continue to enrich the current science curriculum, the administration and staff will explore alternative
supplemental resources to increase rigor.

Expected Evidence

Person(s)
(What evidence

Implementation Responsible Monitoring
Implementation Steps would demonstrate

Date(s) the Implementation(First & last (How and Who?)
name, position) Step was

successfully
executed?)

Marybel

Start: Man, Nov
Data from the 2018 Science Baldessari, Supplemental Ms. Baldessari and Ms.

5
Baseline results will be Principal materials will be Rogers will monitor
reviewed. Supplemental Marsha included lesson lessons andstudent

End: Fri, Dec resources will be used to Rogers, A.P. plans. Student work progress during walk-
21 reinforce and enrich our Amarilis samples will reflect throughs.

students' science skills. Salazar, Curro student learning.
Coach

I I I
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Start: Mon, Nov Teachers will administer Classroom Topic Assessment Ms. Salazar and Ms.
5 topic assessments weekly. Teachers bubble sheets will Rogers will scan topic

be scanned through assessment bubble sheets.
End: Fri, Dec Unify weekly. . -.

21

Start: Mon, Nov
Lesson plans and Ms. Baldessari and Ms.

Topic assessments will be student work Rogers will monitor5 reviewed to determine skills Classroom samples will serve lesson plans, lessons and

End: Fri, Dec that need to be reinforced or Teachers as evidence of student work samples

21 retaught. which topics were during observations and
readdressed. wa1k-throughs.

Start: Mon, Nov
Hands-on science labs will
be conducted weekly to Teachers will cite5 Ms. Baldessari and Ms.provide students with Classroom science labs and Rogers will monitor

End: Fri, Dec engaging experiences to Teachers procedures in their lesson plans and lessons.
21 apply science concepts being lesson plans.

learned.
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